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 July 2000  a documentary study of 
Arrangements for Credit Accumulation and 
Transfer in Higher Education

www.ugc.edu.hk/eng/ugc/publication/other/2000/cover.htm
 May 2008 a proposal for a Transnational 

Qualifications Framework for VUSSC
www.colfinder.org/vussc/TQFConceptDocument.pdf
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 CATS schemes in 17 jurisdictions around the 
world

 Just before the introduction of Associate 
Degrees and establishment of Community 
Colleges

 How to facilitate the horizontal and vertical 
mobility of students between institutions in 
HK? 

 Study of qualifications framework 
development worldwide

 To advise senior officials of VUSSC 
collaborators on the need for a TQF 

 To propose a TQF architecture
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 A network of 30 small countries (population less 
than 4.5 million)

 A mechanism for collaborative development, 
adaptation and sharing of free content resources 
for use in an educational context

 Post-secondary skills-related courses in relevant 
areas e.g. tourism, entrepreneurship, disaster 
management etc.

 A forum for institutions to build capacity and 
expertise in online collaboration, eLearning and ICT

www.vussc.info/

 Reflection on the changing landscape of 
Transnational Education

 TQF 
 How to measure success
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 “Those arrangements and partnerships 
between institutions and organizations in 
which students are located in a different 
country to the one where the institution 
providing the education is based”

UNESCO Code of Good Practice in Transnational 
Education (2001)

 Forms of education that cut across traditional 
boundaries:

sectoral (education and industry)
level (further and higher)
ownership (public and private)
mode (distance and face to face, time and 

space)
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 An increasingly integrated world economy
 New ICTs
 The emergence of an international knowledge 

network
 The “increasing flow of people, culture, ideas, 

values, knowledge, technology and economy 
across borders” (Knight 2006)

 Level 3: Establishment of branch campuses
Twinning partnerships

 Level 2: Joint and double degree programmes
Delivery of programmes across borders
International cooperation and 
development projects and networks

 Level 1: Recruitment of foreign students on   
campus
International exchanges of students/staff
International/intercultural elements in 
curriculum 
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 To increase competitiveness and prestige
 To play the ranking game
 To ensure that our graduates are equipped to 

operate effectively in a globalised world

2002 IDP survey predicted 7 million students 
studying abroad by 2025
2007 IDP survey revised predictions down to 
3.7 million by 2025 

UK government predictions 2004
Annual growth till 2020
International students in UK: 4.7% 
Transnational student numbers: 9% 
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Date Economic Trend HE Development Internationalisation
1980s Rapid economic 

development
Concentrated capacity 
building

Study abroad

1990s Importation of non-
local programmes to 
supplement local 
offerings

2000s Global knowledge 
economy

New local providers
Self-sufficiency
Global rankings
Internationalization of 
local programmes

Higher status non-
local programmes

2010s Regional Education 
Hub

 Small islands with small populations located 
in Caribbean, Indian and Pacific Oceans e.g. 
Jamaica, St. Kitts, Mauritius, Maldives, Tonga, 
Fiji

 Landlocked  African states with small 
populations e.g. Lesotho, Swaziland,
Botswana

 Coastal states with small populations e.g. the 
Gambia, Namibia, Belize and Guyana
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 Size
 Small population
 Tyranny of transport
 Special environmental challenges
 Limited scope of HE provision
 Limited IT infrastructure
 Inadequate access to education
 Prey to rogue educational providers

 Increase the portability of qualifications
 Improve the ease of credit transfer
 Increase stakeholder confidence
 Improve networking between QA agencies 

and Qualifications Authorities
 Establish appropriate benchmark standards 

for the recognition of overseas DE 
programmes
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 A unified reference system linking national 
qualification systems and frameworks of SS 
together

 A translation device making qualifications 
more readable

 Supports labour mobility within and between 
states 

 Enables individuals to describe their broad 
level of competence

Level Qualification Title Minimum Credits
10 Doctoral Degree 360
9 Masters Degree 240
8 Postgraduate Certificate and Diploma 

Bachelor Degree with Honours
120

7 Bachelor Degree
Graduate Certificate and Diploma

360

6 Advanced/Higher Diploma
Associate Degree/Foundation Degree

240

5 Diploma 240
4 Advanced Certificate 120
3 Certificate III 40
2 Certificate II 40
1 Certificate I 40
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TQF Level Descriptors
Level Descriptors

Holders of this qualification will:

Illustrative 
examples of 
qualifications

Minimum 
credit

5 • Have broad knowledge and understanding of 
the main underlying ideas, concepts and 
principles in a field of work or study

• Be able to use their knowledge, 
understanding and skills to critically 
evaluate and determine appropriate methods 
and procedures to respond to a range of 
problems of a generally routine nature

• Display qualities and transferable knowledge 
and skills necessary for employment in 
situations requiring the exercise of some 
personal responsibility

• Communicate the results of their field of 
study or work accurately and reliably using a 
range of different modalities

• Identify and articulate their own learning 
needs within defined contexts and 
undertake guided further learning in new 
areas

• Diploma of Higher 
education

• Associate Degree
• National 

Vocational 
Qualification 
(NVQ)

• Regional
Vocational 
Qualification (RVQ)

240

 Definition
 Purpose
 Scope
 Implementation
 Policy breadth
 Governance
 Prescriptiveness
 Architecture
 Underlying philosophy
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Key aspect Description

Definition The TQF is a translation instrument for the classification of VUSSC 
qualifications according to set criteria for specified levels of learning 
achieved, to improve credit transfer and promote common accreditation 
mechanisms between VUSSC member countries.

Purpose The purpose of the TQF is to facilitate the development and effective delivery 
of relevant and quality-assured VUSSC qualifications.

Scope The TQF is a unified qualifications framework that includes higher education 
qualifications and post-secondary technical and vocational qualifications 
offered through the VUSSC.

Incrementalism Phased and incremental: 
Phase1: develop qualifications from the existing VUSSC programmes (a 
design-up process); 

Phase 2: develop new VUSSC programmes using either a design-down (i.e. 
from the registered qualification) or a design-up process, depending on the 
particular context and need; 

Phase 3: gather information relating to TQF-registered qualifications from 
other sectoral, national and regional qualifications frameworks and systems.

Key aspect Description

Policy breadth High intrinsic logic: The TQF should not infringe in any way on national and 
regional developments, yet should still be able to provide mechanisms for 
coordination, credit transfer and common accreditation mechanisms.
Low institutional logic: In contrast to national qualifications frameworks that are 
often prescriptive and comprehensive, the TQF will not be able to demand 
alignment.

Governance TQF Secretariat (a sub-committee of the VUSSC Interlocutors) to provide an 
oversight function; a web portal that can house a TQF website and provide an 
interactive platform for the development of qualifications criteria and related 
activities; allocation of seed money for at least the first three years of development

Prescriptiveness A loose framework that provides broad and non-prescriptive criteria for: (1) The 
registration of qualifications on the TQF; and (2) The quality assurance of providers 
offering TQF qualifications.

Architecture 10 Levels, although only Levels 4 and 5 are initially developed.
Level Descriptors modelled on the EQF descriptors.
Two Qualifications types: Certificates(Level 4) and Diploma (Level 5). 
Credit system that will equate 10 notional hours of learning to one credit is 
proposed
Qualifications Criteria
Modularisation
Standards development that includes both design-down and design-up processes
Quality assurance criteria

Underpinning 
philosophy

Simplicity, incrementalism and local involvement
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 Based on a philosophy of simplicity, 
incrementalism and local involvement;

 A loose framework that provides broad and 
non-prescriptive criteria for the registration 
of quality assured qualifications on the 
framework and for the quality assurance of 
providers offering TQF registered 
qualifications

 Relies on National Qualifications Agencies for 
the registration of qualifications

 Only accepts qualifications that have been 
quality assured in country of origin

 Works with NQAAs to achieve coherence as a 
translation instrument
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The TQF compared to current European and International Qualifications Frameworks
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 For international online courses to play a 
significant role in the expansion of education 
they must be set within a global framework of 
quality assurance and qualifications 
recognition that inspires confidence

 In this era of globalisation and increased 
emphasis on education as a commodity, QFs 
play an important role in making skills 
transferable and enabling the migration of 
highly skilled people

TQF Concept Document 

 The success of a QF may be measured by the 
extent to which its standards and 
qualifications are valued and used… a QF 
needs to be embedded in both the provider 
community and the communities of users. 

The Report of the Study Team on the 
implementation of the NQF in South Africa (2002:24) 
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 The sustainability of the TQF depends on the 
commitment of the member states…

 All members must mould the TQF together to 
ensure that it works…

 The fate of this worthwhile initiative is in our 
hands.

Sir John Daniel CEO of COL at the official launch of 
the TQF, Namibia, April 2010

 Avoid extreme standardization by allowing 
for sectoral differences

 Facilitate and build communication and trust 
and credibility

 Develop enabling and ‘home-grown’ quality 
assurance systems


